
2022-07-16 Creativity in Decentralization 

Father 

Decree – new inventions, new ideas (they don’t have to come through you) 

I am overwhelming tyranny with creativity in sons and daughters 

• I will make a way where there doesn’t seem to be one 

• My word will not return void, it will give an answer 

Heb 11 – by Faith sons believed, and so ____________ (did exploits) 

Father, I want to be part of the new solutions 

• Champion this new age of Kingdom 

• See the new solutions 

• Help manifest them on earth 

Question - What are they? Can I see them? (new spiritual technology) 

1. The biggest is Courts of Heaven, Father’s Council, and seer gifts (a doorway into Father’s heart, 

practical solutions, simplicity). Keys to Kingdom! 

2. I am creating multiple streams of energy – there will be no shortage, little cost 

3. I am decentralizing and simplifying (Empowering sons & daughters to replace mountains/Tyranny) 

a. Supply chains 

b. Food production is locally sourced 

c. Banking and financial systems 

d. Governments (States rights, county rights, prominence of sheriffs) 

e. Education (curriculum is not controlled from DC) 

f. Medical (alternative medicine replaces a corrupt system) 

g. Media / news (mainstream media that is corporate controlled is abandoned) 

I am ending the manipulation from the tops of mountains. I am breaking “control” 

“Mountains are being made low” 

Isa 40:4-5 - Every valley shall be raised up, every mountain and hill made low; the rough ground 

shall become level, the rugged places a plain.  5 And the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all 

mankind together will see it. For the mouth of the Lord has spoken." NIV 

Luke 3:4-6 - A voice of one calling in the desert, 'Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths 

for him.  5 Every valley shall be filled in, every mountain and hill made low. The crooked roads shall 

become straight, the rough ways smooth. 6 And all mankind will see God's salvation.'" NIV 

 

Jesus 

I have redeemed sons into Father’s likeness 

• Father spoke things into existence, so do sons 

• Creativity is seen in heaven, in Father’s heart; it has purpose 

• The new is also seen in your own heart (Seer them and birth them) 

 



Holy Spirit 

• Call things that be not as though they are; because you have “seen them” you can manifest them 

• Prophesy what you see, decree a thing and it will be so 

• Tap the real source of creativity (the purpose in Father’s heart) 

 

Wisdom - strategy 

See the strategy “Overwhelm tyranny with creativity” 

 

Understanding - tactics 

• As the enemy kills, steals and destroys (do the opposite) 

• Redeem that which has been removed or is under attack 

• Open the flood gates of heaven, Release the Spirit to come in like a flood 

• Drown Pharoah’s army in abundance, ways to escape 

 

Counsel – my role 

Be the example; be the cup that overflows with answers 

Release the light and glory of redemptive solutions 

Don’t just target the enemy, Target Fathers abundance. Put the enemy out of business 

You are replacing principalities in Father’s Council; you are not primarily fighting them; replace their 

function/rule 

 

Might 

There is a different spirt on those who can “see” 

Faith and courage are experiences with Father, not just intellectual or theological attitudes and optimism 

Those who do exploits have seen in advance; it’s not magic 

Sons will come in like flood! 

Isa 59:19 - From the west, men will fear the name of the Lord, and from the rising of the sun, they 

will revere his glory. For he will come like a pent-up flood that the breath of the Lord drives along. 

NIV 

 

 

 

  



Knowledge – Yada, to ascertain by seeing (Isa 11:2) 

Lead by showing others the Father (Jn 14:19 whoever has seen me has seen the Father) 

Display Father’s glory through your own heart (it will not be clear whether its your glory or Father’s; Same 

thing) 

• His love 

• His strategies 

• His answers 

• His redemptive path 

 

Fear of the Lord 

Learn to see solutions in the people I’ve given them to 

• See the grace to create and implement 

• Honor them by encouraging what father has given them 

• Father is decentralizing gifts and callings 

o Many are invited 

o There is tyranny in religion (only the few are chosen). I am breaking this. 

 

 


